
VISUAL STORY AWARD WINNERS

The My Park Moment photo show features four photographers who were 
awarded with a prize for their multi-photo series, in the Visual Story Award 
category. Here are their Artist Statements.

Oakland’s Black Joy at Lake Merritt Park
By Sheilby Macena
Photos Showcased: Main Post East

My work is a reflection of me. It’s my endless desire to expose the beauty of 
rawness and authenticity across all spectrums, primarily Black identities. I 
wish to bring a different meaning to intimacy—as Gordon Parks eloquently 
did—and expand on the many Black experiences that exist, as many 
prominent Black photographers are doing today. As a first-generation 
Haitian American, I seek to put on for my people, my ancestors, and 
represent us in my work.
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Sheilby Macena is a freelance photographer based in East Oakland, California. Graduating 
from St. John’s University in the spring of 2019 with a bachelor’s degree in public relations, 
Sheilby left New York City and moved across the country with a full-time corporate job 
waiting for her in San Francisco. With all this change, photography became her escape and 
creative outlet as she transitioned into life after college.

Taking Up Space
By Marissa Leshnov
Photos Showcased: Main Post West

The Oakland OMies are a community of Black women who promote wellness, mindfulness, 
and healing through yoga. They came together shortly before the COVID-19 pandemic, and 
kept in community with each other during the height of shelter-in-place orders by meeting at 
parks throughout the Bay Area. The parks therefore became both a backdrop for and catalyst 
to expanding access to yoga—at a time when the devastating impacts of the pandemic, and 
lack of accountability for police violence, created compounding traumas for Black people in 
the Bay and across the country. In contrast to the isolation that many Black people feel when 
navigating spaces where they do not see themselves reflected, the Oakland OMies seek to 
create a culture of safety and belonging both on and off the mat. The parks continue to play 
an important part in that journey.

To learn more about the Oakland OMies and their community offerings, visit 
oaklandomies.com and follow them on Instagram: @oaklandomies.
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Marissa Leshnov is a self-taught portrait and documentary photographer based in Oakland, 
California. She is often called on to photograph the disproportionate impact of America’s 
political and cultural systems, as well as those who are working to bridge the gaps of 
inequality. Her work on the life-altering impact of police dog bites received the 2021 Pulitzer 
Prize for National Reporting, and she was one of 10 photographers named by Atlanta 
Celebrates Photography’s 2020 Ones to Watch list. Leshnov frequently contributes to the New 
York Times, the Wall Street Journal, The Guardian, and San Francisco Chronicle.

A Breath of Normalcy
By Yuxing Liu
Photos Showcased: Crissy Field East

I live in San Jose, California, but often visited San Francisco before the pandemic. I’ve gone 
to Alamo Square Park several times because of its famous “Painted Ladies” view. It’s always 
packed with people. During the pandemic I stayed home most of the time, afraid of getting 
COVID-19. One day I happened to have some errands in San Francisco, and I passed by Alamo 
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Square Park. I thought the park must have been empty, but to my surprise, it had a lot of 
people as it did before. This piqued my interest, and I started to go back every weekend to 
observe. People with different backgrounds gathered to hang out with friends and family, 
read a book, or just meditate with a beautiful view. I tried to document this public yet intimate 
space by taking photos of different people. In the process, like others in the park, I felt like I 
could finally take a breath of normalcy during this difficult period.

Yuxing Liu is a computer engineer in Silicon Valley who enjoys taking photos of everyday life.

SanFran State of Mind
By Francess Santos
Photos Showcased: Crissy Field West

Rediscovering my hometown with my two boys has inspired me to see the old and familiar 
in a new light. The pandemic has definitely encouraged me to spend more time outdoors, 
and experience all the things my sons and I have never got around to doing together. I took 
advantage of my time off and explored my own backyard, turning it into many adventures 
that we will never forget. Seeing my boys explore with their fresh eyes, and watching them 
enjoy themselves has given me more of a reason to really love San Francisco.

Francess Santos is a freelance photographer born and raised in San Francisco. Santos picked 
up her first camera in the early ‘90s, taking pictures of her friends at the San Francisco Ballet. 
She bought countless disposable cameras at her local corner store. Working in the hospitality 
industry gave her the opportunity to document travel, events, food, and beverage. As the 
“”momager”” to @TheTjandJaxShow, she can’t help but be their paparazzi and number one 
fan.

Most recently, she has been focused on collaborating and creating content for brands to help 
drive business awareness.
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